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Les Houches on February 10th, 2023 

Dear Sir, 

The association SOLU ^ CHAM, registered in Les Houches 74310 (France) is a private Non -

Governmental Organization , dedicated at promoting the development of Education & Healthcare in 

Nepal, and specifically in Solu -Khumbu, in the areas of Solududhkunda  Municipalities, Mapey rules 

Municipalities and Thulung Dudhkosi rulers Municipalities. 

The money related to the projects undertaken is transferred from France to the association : SHERPA 

CHILDREN ASSISTANCE  ASSOCIATION, acting as a representing body of SOLU ^ CHAM in Nepal, 

and represented itself by Mr Nima Sherpa. 

Funds are mainly dedicated to pay sponsorship of Nepali children, helping them attending school ( around 

600 kids today) ,scholarships, the maintenance of the existing schools & schooling materials& uniforms ( 

in Charghare, Phera, Tumbuk, Beni, Salabesi, Thingla, Chailsa, Garma ), the repairs & utilities costs of 

these premises , as well as the maintenance of the existing medical centers  & equipment ( Salabesi & 

Ringmo); it provides as well for salaries of teachers & medical staff & equipment, and explore 

possibilities for creation of further facilities in other remote areas in this area, when needed. 

The budget granted on yearly basis to the support of these primary schools & health post is evaluated at 

20,000 EUR per year , during the period here-below mentioned. 

We hereby certify through this letter that Mr Nima Sherpa is therefore the representative in Nepal ( 

through SHERPA CHILDREN ASSISTANCE ASSOCIATION) of the association SOLU ^ CHAM, and 

is therefore authorized to pay sponsorships and salaries on our behalf, as well as all invoices related to the 

projects and actions as described here above. 
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Mr Nima Sherpa must in return, report on a regular basis to SOLU ^ CHAM on all actions undertaken in 

Nepal on its behalf, and provide original invoices and receipts of all expenses settled on behalf of the 

association SOLU ^ CHAM. 

This empowerment ( Power of Attorney) is valid until the 31th of December 2027.  

               

Dian Rini HOUE            Pierre HOUE             Marc  AMY DE LA BRETEQUE 

Treasurer                        President                    Sponsorship Manager  
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